
Summer Term 2020 Weekly Planning – Home Learning   
WB: 29th  June 2020 

 

Day  Phonics (including reading and writing) 
- reviewing Phase 3  

Maths   Topic Focus 
 
 

Monday    Show sounds from Phase 3 - can you 
say the sounds to your adult ? 
Show words  - can you be a Digraph 
Detective and spot the digraphs in the 
words? Can you read the words?  
Show sentences - can you find the 
digraphs first? Can you find the red 
tricky words? How can you read the 
words? Can you read the sentence?  

Halving 
Prior knowledge: What is halving? 
What does half mean? 
Can you think of an example of 
halving and share your ideas? 

Creative: Transport focus: Planes 
 
Can you follow the instructions to make a paper plane? 
Can you decorate your plane? Can you make your plane 
fly? 
What could you change or add to make your plane fly 
any better or higher? 

Tuesday   Show sounds from Phase 3 - can you 
say the sounds to your adult ? 
Show words  - can you be a Digraph 
Detective and spot the digraphs in the 
words? Can you read the words?  
Show picture - we are going to think of 
a sentence first about the picture. Can 
we count the words? How can we spell 
the words? (see example) 
Show a second picture - can you write 
your own sentence?  

Halving: objects 
Look at the images, can you halve 
them? How do you work out halves? 
If you halve the objects how many 
would each person have?  

Understanding The World:  
 
Our car won’t start! Can you help Mr Airey and Miss 
Edwards car work again? 
Why do you think it wont move? Does it need something 
to make it work?  
Can you draw, write or talk about how you would make it 
work?  
 

Wednesday   Show sounds from Phase 3 - can you 
say the sounds to your adult ? 
Show words  - can you be a Digraph 
Detective and spot the digraphs in the 
words? Can you read the words?  
Show sentences - can you find the 
digraphs first? Can you find the red 
tricky words? How can you read the 
words? Can you read the sentence?  
 
 
 

Halving: Word problems 
Read the word problem. Can you 
work out half and write the answer? 
Can you show your working out? 
How can you check your answer is 
correct? 

Creative : Transport focus: Cars 
 
Can you make a road map for a toy car. Where is your 
road leading to? What direction is your road going in? 
Can you use arrows to show direction? 
Can you voice record describing and explaining your 
road map and talking about the directions and sights on 
the road? 
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Thursday   
Show sounds from 
Phase 3 - can you say 

the sounds to your adult ? 
Show words  - can you be a Digraph 
Detective and spot the digraphs in the 
words? Can you read the words?  
Show picture - we are going to think of 
a sentence first about the picture. Can 
we count the words? How can we spell 
the words? (see example) 
Show a second picture - can you write 
your own sentence?  
 
 
 
 

Halving : Shapes 
Can you look at the 

shapes and halve them? How do 
you know where to halve them? 
Voice record how you halved them. 
How could you check the halves?  

Understanding The World:  
 

Can you make a paper boat?  
 
Do you think it will float or sink? Can you explain why? 
 
Can you test your boat in water? What happens to it?  
 
What would happen if you put Lego into your boat? Will it 
float or sink ?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friday   Look at the red words - can you read 
them?  
 
You could write the red words onto 
different pieces of paper and hide 
them for your child to find.  
 
Choose a red word and put it into a 
sentence. 

Halving: Consolidation game 
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/r
esource/reception-halving-numbers-
game/  

Review of the week -what has gone well and what would 
you like to learn about next ?  
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